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Three Steps to Start your Journey of Recovery
By
Robin Chodak
I have been on a journey of recovery since 2005 after my husband Steve died by
suicide. It was the most tragic event of my life and I thought I would never recover.
But I did and am a survivor! I am now on a journey of transformation and selfdiscovery and you can be too! These three steps are instrumental to start the
process.

Seek Help
Recieve Love
Trust Yourself
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1. Seek Help
The number one step to begin your journey is to seek help. When you learned your
loved one died by suicide your life changed in that instant as did mine. Nothing
would ever be the same as it once was, nor will you. You may have heard about the
suicide from someone else or you may have been the one who found your loved one
dead. I was the one who found my husband lying on our basement floor from
multiple gunshots to his head. I immediately fell into a state of shock. You may or
may not have found your loved one dead or you suffered from post-traumatic stress
disorder. In either case it is important to seek help.
Often times we don’t seek the help we need for a variety of reasons. I believe
fear of facing our reality is the biggest one. It was for me. Fear holds us back from
many things in life due to false perceptions. We want to deny the reality that our
loved one is dead for as long as we can. When we seek help it forces us to face the
truth that our loved one has died. Fear kept me hostage in my house because I
didn’t want to be questioned by anyone about my husband’s death. There is a
stigma associated with suicide and I felt everyone would judge me. I didn’t want to
be identified as the wife whose husband killed himself. I feared they would think I
was a bad wife or we had a bad marriage. It was my own perceptions that caused
this errant thinking. It didn’t matter what they thought because I had no control
over them anyway but my mind was in a state of confusion and I couldn’t think
clearly. My heart ached and I became depressed.
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Fortunately, there was someone who recognized that I needed help. They
made sure that I made a counseling appointment with my village Family Services.
The first session was free and the others were offered at a reduced rate. It is
important to check with your area to determine what is available. If you are not
restricted financially then a certified coach who specializes in grief and loss is
another avenue to begin your recovery. I participated in two organizations that I
highly recommend, LOSS (Loving Outreach to Suicide Survivors) sponsored by
Catholic Charities and AFSP (American Foundation for Suicide Prevention). Both of
these programs offer support in a group setting.
I found that being in a room with others who shared the same loss as I did
allowed me to feel safe and not judged. They allowed me to express my feelings of
anger, guilt, sadness etc. In the absence of that environment I felt isolated because
no one could understand what I was experiencing. We all need each other for
support. Facebook pages such as mine (www.facebook.com/recovernowfromloss)
provide a place of safety for those who want to share their experience and feelings.
In many ways it can be like therapy for some.
I believe that seeking help is the first step to begin your recovery. Many
people try to go through the tragedy on their own. They believe that they will be
considered weak or a failure if they seek help. They can easily come up with excuses
to not get it such as they don’t have time, their kids need it more than they do, no
one understands, etc, etc. These again are all false perceptions that stem from fear.
And what is fear? Fear is False Evidence Appearing Real. None of those excuses
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should keep you from starting your journey of recovery. You are worth it and
without it you will prolong your agony of being stuck in a bad place.
For many it is scary to go down an unfamiliar path and easier to live in the
pain. But that is not a long-term solution. If you continue to deny the truth and live
in misery you will never recover. The choice is really up to you.

2. Receive Love
The second step needed in your recovery is the ability to receive love. That may
sound strange to you. But Love is what you need most at this time. You have just
lost someone you deeply loved. Do you feel your heart has been torn into a
thousand pieces and that it will never be whole again? Do you feel numb and
believe that love doesn’t exist anymore for you? Are you filled with anger or guilt?
Do you feel you hate yourself, God, and everyone else? I certainly did and those
feelings are normal for someone who has suffered a loss from suicide.
Hopefully, there will be others around you who want to show their
unconditional love by caring for you in loving ways. They don’t have an agenda and
don’t expect anything in return. Their only concern is your well-being. They won’t
judge you about how you are handling your grief. Their desire is to be available to
you when you need them. They want to help in any way they can. It can be such
things as bringing you a meal, taking you to the grocery store, doing household
chores for you, taking you to the park or just coming to your house to sit with you.
There are a number of other ways they can help you. For some of us it is hard to
accept these acts of kindness because we are the ones who are always giving. In
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doing so we often neglect ourselves. This is not the time to be self-sufficient. You
need care now more than ever and this is the time to begin to learn how to accept it
from others. Put to rest your old way of thinking and open your heart to receive
love.
It is easy to want to push others away and stay in your grief. But this will not
help you begin your journey. It only hinders you. Do not deny someone the gift they
receive by giving love to you.
Until you can learn to receive love you will never be able to give love. It
works like a ping-pong match. Once the ball (love) is sent to you, then you must
send it back if you want to stay in the game. You must be willing to give out what
you want to come into your life. This doesn’t apply only to love. If you want a
friend, then you must be a friend to someone else. If you want kindness, then you
must give kindness. If you want understanding, then you must offer understanding
to someone and so on. It is the universal law or theory behind “giving and
receiving.” If you give then you shall receive.
This will start your journey to love yourself unconditionally. If you don’t
really love yourself you can’t genuinely love others. Your loss may have enhanced
feelings of self-loathing that existed even before the suicide occurred. Tragedies
have a way of bringing up many things from our past that we have hidden away for a
long time. This is now the time to open the closet and bring those secrets out from
behind closed doors. This is the beginning of self-discovery.
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3. Trust Yourself
The third step on your journey is to trust yourself. What I mean by that is to learn
how to listen to your inner voice. This may not be something that you are
accustomed to doing. You may not even know where to begin. As I said before
recovery is a journey of transformation and self-discovery. You can become entirely
transformed in positive ways you never imagined.
Many people don’t know how to listen to the “still small” voice inside of them
because of the noise that is always in their heads. We get distracted in many ways
throughout the day and often times we can’t remain focused for very long. After
Steve died I didn’t think my brain worked the way it once did. My job as a systems
analyst required intensive analytic thinking and focus. But my mind was in a state
of flux and thoughts ran wild in my head like caged animals trying to escape. I
couldn’t do my job or hold my attention on anything. If I was going to keep my
career and survive I realized I needed to learn something new to calm it down. That
is when I starting meditating.
Don’t get frightened by the word meditate. There are many people teaching
various methods. For me, meditating is the ability to find a comfortable place to be
silent and clear as many thoughts from my mind as possible. Any place that is
peaceful to you will suffice. It may be a park, the beach, a forest, a room in your
house, anywhere that is free of disturbing noise. For me, I found a quiet beach to sit.
My method was to stare at the water and listen only to the sound of the waves. My
focus was to synchronize my breath with the crash of the waves on the shore. If a
thought other than that came to my mind, I allowed it, but then let it go. I didn’t get
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angry with myself when it drifted to other thoughts. As I continued with this
practice the interfering thoughts became less and less and my mind calmed. It was
then that I began to get in tune with the thoughts that bombarded me throughout
the day. I became more capable of deciphering them and trusting the ones that were
best for me.
My decision process became easier because I began to trust my inner self. If
I needed an answer about something I would ask myself, will my actions create good
for me and for others or will they cause discomfort? I learned how to listen to my
inner voice. It didn’t happen overnight, it came with spending time alone in silence.
There are tools that assist in the process. Your progress is based on your desired
outcome. I wanted peace in my life and spirit and I set out to get them and therefore
I did. You can too. The three steps: 1.Seek help, 2. Receive love and 3. Trust will
begin the process for you if you choose to do them. No one can accomplish them for
you. It must come from your own hearts desire. I assure you that if you do them
with a willing and loving spirit you will get positive results. You will then be on your
journey of transformation and self-discovery as I have been.
I am glad that you have found my site and I hope this has inspired you. You
will receive periodical blog posts from me. If you are ready to start your journey
don’t delay. I offer one-on-one grief/life/spiritual coaching. If you are interested in
sessions with me information is available on my website.
http://robinchodak.com/coaching-sessions-robin-chodak/
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Begin your journey today!
Namaste,
Robin Chodak
Certified Grief, Life, Spiritual Coach
Certified NLP Master Practitioner
Certified Reiki Practitioner
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